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Commentary
Linda Becker

Evolving Energy

In the last week, the In�ation Reduction Act passed the Senate, apparently clearing the way for funding for

clean energy sources to speed up the United States' transition from fossil fuel. If passed, the bill would

“accelerate U.S. emission cuts and put the country on a path to reduce greenhouse gases by 40 percent

below 2005 levels by 2030, signi�cantly narrowing the gap with the goal Biden set under the Paris climate

agreement to cut that pollution by at least half by that date,” notes Politico in a recent article.

Within thermal processing, the trends are clear:

Companies will continue to seek ways to decarbonize their industrial processes through

electri�cation in greater numbers.

A “cleaner energy future” is a key part of conversations about the energy transition underway.

Alternative fuels such as hydrogen and sustainable materials are demanding greater consideration

in myriad applications.

In this issue of Process Heating & Cooling, we take a closer look at some of these trends and how they may

a�ect the process industries.

“Escalating fuel prices along with market demand for greener products also have added pressure to

evaluate alternative sources of energy for heating processes,” notes Mariana Sandin of Seeq in her article.

“One of the biggest challenges of the energy transition for process manufacturing is adapting existing

technologies and assets to use renewable energy.”

For a listen on the topic, turn to our podcast interview with Drew Turner of Danfoss. Drew shares his

thoughts about combining process cooling and heating systems via electri�cation to help facilities achieve

decarbonization goals.

Linda Becker
Associate Publisher and Editor

Historic climate bill to supercharge clean energy industry. Retrieved 8/9/2022.  

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/07/in�ation-reduction-act-climate-biden-00050230
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News

Collaboration Introducing Screw
Compressors to European Market
Danfoss entered into a strategic collaboration with Italy’s RefPower Srl to sell screw compressors to the

European market.

Ranging from 180 to 500 kW, the compressors are suited for large-capacity heat pump and chiller

applications operating in large buildings. Under the agreement, Danfoss will have sales and marketing

exclusivity for the screw compressors, which will be branded Danfoss Palladio screw compressors.

RefPower will be responsible for further developing and manufacturing the technology and will provide

technical support as needed.

Provider of Immersion Cooling Technology Orders Pumps
Flowserve Corp. received a contract to provide industrial pumps to TMGcore Inc., a Texas-based provider of

liquid immersion cooling technology for computing.

Flowserve will collaborate with AGI Industries to supply 5,000 industrial process pumps that will be utilized

in various TMGcore Inc. immersion cooling units. The Flowserve pumps will circulate dielectric �uids, which

enable heat dissipation and cooling of servers within single-phase immersion-cooled units.

Technologies like arti�cial intelligence, deep learning, the Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing

necessitate the processing of a large amount of data. This has expanded the need for increased server

capacity beyond data center demands, says Flowserve. Simultaneously, as stakeholders in these industries

look to reduce energy consumption in data centers, there is a growing demand for immersion cooling

technology.

According to Flowserve, immersion cooling can handle higher heat loads in high density servers and are

more energy e�cient compared to traditional air cooling.

Screw Compressors Used to Cool Computing Center
Italy’s HiRef S.p.A. will use screw compressors manufactured by Bitzer to cool a computing center

adiabatically with air-to-air heat exchangers.

The goal was to design a cooling system that was reliable and sustainable for the computing center in

O�enbach, Germany. HiRef installed 96 screw compressors instead of scroll compressors, with external

frequency inverters in the 48 existing cooling systems. Because the application is �tted with low GWP

refrigerant R513A and is therefore A2L-ready, it can be converted when needed to use HFO refrigerant

R1234ze, which has a GWP of less than 6.

According to HiRef, certain temperature levels can be maintained precisely and constantly with screw

compressors. If the preset maximum temperature setpoint is exceeded, the evaporative cooling system

lowers the condensing temperature and the energy intake. Speed-controlled by frequency inverters, the

screw compressors provide full mechanical backup for the cooling capacity. Their low water consumption

with additional adiabatic cooling is another important step in the direction of sustainability, according to

HiRef.

Image courtesy of Bitzer

Industrial Compressor Distributor Acquired
Atlas Copco acquired Fitec S.A.S., a French distributor of compressors. The company specializes in the sale

and service of rotary screw compressors and ancillary equipment. According to Atlas Copco, it mainly sells

to small and medium-sized industries.

Formerly privately owned, Fitec is based in Tarnos close to Bayonne in southwest France. The acquired

company will become part of the service division within Atlas Copco’s Compressor Technique Business

Area.

Cooling Tower Brand Marks 100 Years
SPX Cooling Technologies Inc. is commemorating the 100th anniversary of its Marley brand evaporative

cooling towers and components. The company will celebrate this milestone throughout 2022 with a

company timeline, video history and events.

The Marley brand traces its history to the formation of the Power Plant Equipment Co. in Kansas City in

1922. By the mid-1920s, founders L.T. Mart and Chester Smiley had patented spray nozzles and spray pond

inventions, and they combined elements of their last names to identify these products as the Marley

brand. In 1928, the Marley Co. was incorporated. The company was acquired by SPX Corp. in 2001.

As a part of its centennial celebration, the SPX Cooling Technologies company timeline highlights its

earliest (and still current) manufacturers representatives; the development of its �rst “atmospheric deck”

cooling tower; early patents; international expansion; and industry involvement with early cooling tower

associations. In addition, the company embarked upon a 33-state road show to bring demonstration units

and training to its customers across the United States.

The company also held an event at its headquarters in Overland Park, Kan., on May 18.

Image courtesy of SPX Cooling Technologies

Control Systems for Food-Processing Facilities Is Focus of New Business
Evapco has formed Evapco Select Technologies following the acquisition of Select Technologies Inc.

Evapco Select Tech will pursue the expanding market for control systems for food-processing and cold-

storage facilities to optimize performance and improve system reliability. It will operate as a food plant

systems integrator specializing in design-build installation of systems, production line integration, process

automation, ammonia refrigeration, supervisory systems and IT integration.

Evapco Select Tech will continue operating at its current location in Belmont, Mich. In addition, it will utilize

Evapco’s research and development facilities in Taneytown, Md., and its controls operations in

Pennsylvania, Minnesota and Iowa.

Conveyor Oven Tempers Transmission Shafts
A gas-�red chain conveyor oven was shipped to a manufacturer in the automotive industry that will use it

for tempering transmission shafts.

Manufactured by Wisconsin Oven, the tempering oven has a maximum temperature rating of 392°F (200°C)

and a 27' long chamber. It is designed with three heating zones to meet a production rate of 450 parts per

hour. The recirculation system provides 50,250 total cfm and utilizes top-down air�ow to optimize

temperature uniformity.

The conveyor system is a continuous-chain style that includes laser-cut �xtures attached to the chain to

hold parts vertically as they move through the oven. The conveyor oven is manufactured with 4" panels

and heavy-duty construction to handle heavy load weights.

Patent Granted, and Partnership to Sell Watertube Boilers with New Design
Superior Boiler was granted a U.S. patent for engineering advancements that improve the company’s

watertube boiler designs. Characteristics of the company’s newly patented DFW design include:

In other company news, superior Boiler entered into an exclusive partnership agreement with Nationwide

Boiler Inc. to jointly market and sell certain watertube boilers using Superior’s DFW design.

Under the agreement, Nationwide Boiler will lead the marketing and sales activity of watertube boilers with

the DFW design incorporated in Superior’s O-type boiler and Ds-type boiler for rental boiler applications

and other joint special projects. Superior and Nationwide Boiler will jointly promote sales of all watertube

boilers utilizing the DFW design within California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington and the Gulf Coast of Texas,

where Nationwide Boiler is Superior’s authorized sales representative.

Superior’s DFW technology incorporates engineering advancements that the company says improve its

watertube boiler designs. Nationwide Boiler has already purchased and put into service several of these

types of boilers.

A smaller overall footprint compared to current designs while maintaining overall capacity

throughput.

Utilization of a lower fan horsepower to create the same steam �ow as a conventional boiler

design, resulting in lower overall cost of operations to end users.

Lower overall operating emissions, resulting in cleaner overall boiler operating systems that are

more environmentally friendly.

Reduced requirements for purchased materials and subcomponents.

Thermal Product Solutions Acquires Redline Chambers
Thermal Product Solutions LLC (TPS), a provider of thermal-processing products and testing solutions,

acquired Redline Chambers. Salt Lake City, Utah-based Redline Chambers manufactures vacuum chambers

and systems for the aerospace, defense, energy, electronics and medical industries. The company

specializes in providing vacuum technology and leak-testing solutions.

TPS already owned several brands, including Baker Furnace, Blue M, Gruenberg, Tenney, Lindberg, MPH

and Wisconsin Oven. The Redline Chambers acquisition supports the continued growth of TPS within the

vacuum chamber market, says the company.

“Redline’s ability to engineer and manufacture vacuum chambers and systems will bolster TPS’s ability to

serve customers in this expanding market,” said Greg Jennings, president and CEO of TPS.

Image courtesy of Thermal Product Solutions

Spirax-Sarco Acquires Industrial Electric Heating Group
Spirax-Sarco Engineering signed a binding de�nitive agreement to acquire the Vulcanic Group of

Companies (Vulcanic) from Qualium, a French private-equity company.  

Vulcanic is the largest supplier in Europe of bespoke industrial electric heating solutions. The Paris-based

company operates 10 manufacturing facilities worldwide. According to Spirax-Sarco, the acquisition of

Vulcanic will support growth in Spirax-Sarco’s Electric Thermal Solutions (ETS) business through its existing

customers, products and operational footprints in Europe, the Middle East and Africa. The company also

notes that Vulcanic’s product line complements its existing Chromalox business, which is mostly focused

on the Americas region.

As part of ETS, Vulcanic will play a role in supporting the group’s drive to help customers decarbonize their

industrial processes through electri�cation.

Automation Software Optimizes Biore�nery Operations
Fintoil and Neste Engineering Solutions selected Emerson’s automation software and technologies to

maximize the operational performance of its biore�nery being constructed in the port of Hamina-Kotka,

Finland.

To reduce project risk and ensure schedule and budget are maintained, Emerson will apply its Project

Certainty methodology, which digitalizes project execution and uses practices such as remote testing of

equipment. In addition, Emerson consultancy services will advise on the implementation of cybersecurity

best practices to enhance plant security performance.

Fintoil and Neste Engineering Solutions will implement products from Emerson’s DeltaV line, including a

distributed control system, safety instrumented system and operator interface software. The technologies

are expected to enable e�cient production, improve visibility of operational performance and process, and

facilitate emergency shutdown for improved plant and worker safety.

The plant, according to the companies, will be the third-largest crude tall oil (CTO) biore�nery in the world.

It will produce advanced biofuel and biochemical feedstocks that help lower emissions and reduce reliance

on fossil-based fuels. The plant will re�ne CTO, a byproduct of the wood-pulping process, to produce a

sustainable feedstock for renewable second-generation diesel, as well as rosin, sterol pitch and turpentine,

used in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. The companies say these CTO derivatives have a

carbon footprint up to 90 percent smaller than their fossil-based equivalents.

Construction of the facility is expected to be completed in 2022. The expected annual capacity of 200,000

tons will create a 400,000-ton reduction in carbon dioxide emissions, which is roughly 1 percent of Finland’s

total emissions.

Image courtesy of Emerson

Convection Oven Designed for Non-hazardous Curing Applications
A stacked mechanical convection oven will be used by a company in the semiconductor industry for non-

hazardous curing applications up to 662°F (350°C).

The Blue M oven, shipped by Thermal Product Solutions, has a temperature range of 59 to 662°F (15 to

350°C). Constructed from all-welded heavy-gauge, reinforced stainless steel for maximum heat and

corrosion resistance, the seams and ports have been welded gas-tight to reduce inert gas leakage while

maintaining an oxygen-free atmosphere. The oven has a horizontal process air circulation system that

ensures uniform heat distribution throughout the chamber.   

According to Blue M, the customer requested a special �owmeter in lieu of the standard as well as �ve Type

K thermocouples wired to a TC jack panel.

Image courtesy of Thermal Product Solutions

IHEA Seminars Scheduled for Fall
The Industrial Heating Equipment Association (IHEA) will o�er seminars focused on the fundamentals of

combustion seminar as well as safety standards and codes on October 3-4 in Indianapolis.

The concurrent technical seminars will be held on Monday and Tuesday at the Indiana Convention Center.

The schedule provides attendees the opportunity to expand their technical knowledge, says IHEA, and

allows attendees time to visit with IHEA members and companies represented by IHEA seminar speakers.

The combustion seminar will provide attendees with updated information from experts in combustion

technologies. It is designed for those responsible for the operation, design, selection or maintenance of

fuel-�red industrial furnaces and ovens. Attendees will receive 15 professional development hours (PDHs)

upon completion of the two-day event. Registration is open at https://www.ihea.org/event/Combustion22.

The safety standards and codes seminar will provide an overview of the NFPA 86 Standard for Ovens and

Furnaces. The seminar provides an opportunity for attendees to learn about the most recent updates to

the standard, which will be released this summer. Attendees also will receive a copy of the newly released

standard with their registration. Visit https://www.ihea.org/event/Safety22 for more details and

registration information.   

In addition, the Infrared Equipment Division of IHEA (IRED) is partnering with the Chemical Coaters

Association International to present a powder coating and curing processes seminar on September 20-21

in Henderson, Nev. There will be live demonstrations and time in a custom coater facility for attendees to

see the processes up close. Attendees will have the opportunity to try their skills at spraying powder and

curing a part. Visit https://www.ihea.org/event/PCCSept22 to register.

Image courtesy of Industrial Heating Equipment Association

Mobile Vacuum Pump Manufacturer Acquired
Atlas Copco agreed to acquire National Vacuum Equipment Inc., a Traverse City, Mich.-based manufacturer

of industrial vacuum pumps and packages for mobile use on tanker trucks.

National Vacuum Equipment has approximately 100 employees. According to Atlas Copco, the acquisition

will add to its vacuum solutions portfolio and allow it to enter the mobile vacuum market. National Vacuum

will become part of the Industrial Vacuum Division within the Vacuum Technique business area.

The acquisition is expected to close during the third quarter of 2022.

Steel Can Manufacturer Installs Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer
A Midwest-based two-piece, polymer-coated steel can manufacturer installed a regenerative thermal

oxidizer (RTO) for the abatement of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) generated in the metal decorating

process.

This new RTO, designed and supplied by Catalytic Products International (CPI), Lake Zurich, Ill., is a duplicate

of an existing RTO installed in 2017. The metal decorator is expanding its facility with new steel can

processing and metal decorating lines. The new 7,500 scfm RTO destroys the incoming VOCs with more

than 98 percent destruction rate e�ciency and more than 95 percent thermal heat recovery.

In addition to the RTO, exhaust stacks, booster fans and electrical installation, CPI provided the necessary

engineering packages that were used by the manufacturer and its contractors.

Image courtesy of Catalytic Products International

Tunnel Isolator Dryer Customized for Medical Industry
Thermal Product Solutions shipped a custom Gruenberg tunnel isolator dryer to a company in the medical

industry.

The dryer’s operating temperature is 59 to 82°F (15 to 28°C), with a typical operating temperature of 68°F

(20°C) and a maximum temperature of 110°F (43°C). It has been designed to replicate humidity conditions

of 5 percent humidity. The custom dryer is capable of drying 200 mL per hour while maintaining a 5

percent RH atmosphere. It also includes NIST calibration certi�cates for the thermocouples, a temperature

controller with humidity control and a high limit controller.

“The dryer o�ers vertical lift doors at each end of the dry air isolation tunnel that open simultaneously to

permit the indexing of product. The staging areas are equipped with banner tray sensors to verify

condition,” said Mike Schneck, Gruenberg director of engineering.

Image courtesy of Thermal Product Solutions
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Design Build

Image courtesy of Stellar

Cold-Storage Facility Opens in New York
Americold Realty Trust opened a 181,000 ft2 cold-storage facility in Dunkirk, N.Y. The LEED-certi�ed plant

includes 25,000 pallet positions to support the needs of the western New York region.

The facility, Americold’s �rst in western New York, will employ more than 60 full- and part-time associates.

The company and Feed the Children distributed 25 lb boxes of food and 15 lb boxes of essential items to

more than 300 Dunkirk families immediately following the grand opening ceremony.

Supermarket Chain Expanding in Texas
H-E-B, a San Antonio-based supermarket chain, will expand its Temple, Texas, distribution facilities with a

new automated frozen distribution line. The project will grow H-E-B’s current facility footprint by 325,000

ft2 and add more than 100 jobs to the local economy.   

Construction is scheduled to begin by the end of 2022, and project completion is expected in 2024.

Image courtesy of Temple Economic Development Corp.

Expansion Adds 4,100 Pallet Positions in Colombia
Emergent Cold Latin America commenced operations at its latest cold-storage expansion in the

Bucaramanga, Colombia, facility.

The expansion adds 4,100 pallet positions, for a total of 7,600 frozen-storage pallet positions at this

location. In addition, the facility will start o�ering chilled storage services, with several hundred pallet

positions available for chilled and ambient products. Emergent Cold LatAm also built blast-freezing tunnels

to supplement the existing capacity.

This expansion in Bucaramanga follows the company’s acquisition in April 2022 of Frigorí�co

Metropolitano, a cold-storage company in Colombia that operates four facilities in key markets around the

country.

Salad Brand Opens Cold-Storage Facility
U.K.-based Adi Group designed and built a facility with split ambient and chilled zones for salad brand

Florette, which needed to increase its warehouse and cold-storage space. The building is capable of holding

2,000 pallets at less than 4°C (39°F) and 800 pallets at ambient temperature.

Florette wanted to consolidate its shipment logistics after opening a new distribution facility in Lich�eld,

U.K., to meet growing demand as the summer months approach. The company required a solution that

would maximize the length of time short shelf-life products, such as salad, can spend on supermarket

shelves.

As part of the project, Adi also worked on new management o�ces and a comprehensive set of facilities

with associated roadways and parking.
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Innovation:
Making the Complex Simple

Innovation

Photos credit: ddggg / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Meet the winner of our �rst Process Heating & Cooling Innovation

Award.

Earlier this year, the Process Heating & Cooling Innovation Award was created to recognize the innovative

application of technical expertise or experience with industrial process heating or cooling projects, or

e�orts to reduce costs, improve process e�ciency or increase safety.

An important aspect of the award was that the winner is selected from those nominated by their peers.

Though numerous entries were received, when the nomination process closed, the nominees had spoken.

The winner of our inaugural Process Heating & Cooling Innovation Award is Robert J. Ferguson of French

Creek Software, Valley Forge, Pa. The award, presented at the 2022 Process Heating & Cooling Show,

recognized Rob’s recognizes the result of his life’s work: improving cooling water treatment.

0:000:00 / 0:00/ 0:00

One of the nominators, Michael Bourgeois of Chemco Products Co., put it succinctly: “Rob developed the

�rst easily understood method for interpreting scaling indices that is widely used and accepted. He also has

developed and implemented the concept of 3D graphs of operating pro�les that indicate scale potential

and the associated inhibitor dosage and failure points. These and many other developments have provided

a countless number of water treatment companies with the information needed to formulate and deploy

e�ective water treatment formulations.”

In a wide-ranging interview, Rob Ferguson joined editor Linda Becker to talk about:

How did you get started in industrial water treatment? Who were some of your mentors starting

out?

When and why did you decide to start your own company?

What was the genesis of the WaterCycle software, your French Creek Software using 3D graphs to

model scale potential?

I know you’ve mentioned that your wife Janet was an essential contributor. What was her role? How

did you balance a growing family and a growing business?

Were there any challenges to developing the software or the company?

Can you tell me a little more about the visual representation that your software creates? How is

that e�ective, and why is that important?

How is the software used in process cooling and heating applications today?

Throughout a 40 (or so) year career, what are some of the biggest challenges you faced? How did

you overcome them?

What are some of the things you are most proud of as it relates to French Creek Software and your

long career in industrial water treatment?

Who’s your mentor or industry role model? Why?

With a career such as yours, what’s next?

As a part of the award, in Robert’s honor, a $1,000 scholarship donation was made in his name to the

University of Minnesota, College of Biological Sciences, Alpha Kai Sigma Professional Chemistry Fraternity.

Robert J. Ferguson is the founder and president of French Creek Software Inc., Valley Forge, Pa.,
a company that developed software to aid water treatment chemists in identifying and solving
scale and corrosion-related problems. The various French Creek program series address the
speci�c needs of cooling water systems, reverses osmosis, oil �eld water treatment, potable water
and water reuse. For more information, call 610-935-8337 or visit frenchcreeksoftware.com.

Meet
the

Winner
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Equipment Overview
Industrial Burners

Use our Equipment Overview to �nd suppliers in less search time.

Our Equipment Overview on Industrial Burners allows readers to review the capabilities of a single

manufacturer or identify all of the manufacturers with speci�c experience. Use the navigation in the upper

right of the chart below as well as vertical and horizontal scrollbars to explore the data. The search

function allows you to narrow your results to a single company, and links are provided in our Editorial

Index.

To view our Equipment Overview in a directory or buyers’ guide format, visit process-heating.com/burners-

chart. The directory view provides a list of each manufacturer’s capabilities by company name. Use the

search function to see all manufacturers that o�er certain features, or search by keyword. Use the built-in

RFP form to request more information. In addition, some manufacturers have upgraded listings that

include links, datasheets and other product information.

Embedded code will run in preview and on published site
If you want more coding �exibility, we recommend using a coded element created in the Code Editor.

Companies with a ★ in front of their names have an advertisement in this issue.

Manufacturers listed in this Equipment Overview responded to a special mailing by Process Heating and do not necessarily represent the entire industrial burners

market. To be included in future listings, contact Linda Becker at BeckerL@bnpmedia.com.

*Contact manufacturer for speci�cs

Click here to Search
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Top 5 Most
Common
Air�ow Styles
Used in Industrial Ovens

Ovens

Video credit:  stockbusters / Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

By Gary Hanson,

Wisconsin Oven

The effective heat transfer within industrial ovens is in�uenced by

the air�ow pattern selected for the system.

When determining how best to recirculate the air in an industrial oven, one should consider the load

con�guration along with the available options to evaluate how the air�ow may a�ect the parts. The goal is

to provide the most even and e�ective heating for the product while considering part geometry, size and

orientation. Care must be taken with any air�ow type to avoid blocking or impeding the heated air from

being delivered to the load.

There are several air�ow con�gurations and louver styles from which to choose. In most cases, the more

common styles are more cost-e�ective to build. This article will look at the most common air�ow styles.

Combination Air�ow
By far the most common air�ow design, combination air�ow is well suited for loads that allow the

recirculation air to pass both horizontally and vertically up through the load. This air�ow style is used for

both batch and conveyor oven applications.

With combination air�ow (�gure 1), supply ducts are located on both side walls, running from the very

front to the very back of the work chamber. The ducts introduce the heated air into the chamber near the

bottom. This helps ensure the heated air is distributed evenly throughout the length of the work chamber.

Combination Air�ow

FIGURE 1.  The combination air�ow design allows the recirculation air to pass horizontally and vertically up through the load.
All images provided by Wisconsin Oven unless otherwise noted

After coming into contact with the load, the air rises past the product vertically to completely bathe the

product in heated air. The air then is returned to the heating plenum through an adjustable return duct —

typically located above the work chamber — to better guide the path of the air. Having the return duct over

the entire width and length of the chamber provides the best control of the air and air temperature

uniformity. Some oven designs have a small return opening above the center of the heating chamber, and

this may not provide an even distribution of the heated air or allow adjustability.

When using combination air�ow, it is important to note that loads will heat up more e�ectively if they are

elevated above the oven �oor. Elevating the load allows the recirculation air to get beneath the load.

This type of air�ow design does not work well with the product loaded on multiple solid shelves where the

heated air�ow cannot be directed vertically through the product. In addition, load cars that have a solid

base and do not allow air to pass up through the load are not compatible with combination air. This cart

design will seriously slow the load heatup rate and the ability of the load to be evenly heated.

Horizontal Air�ow

FIGURE 2.  Used for both batch and conveyor oven applications, horizontal air�ow is used when multiple tiers of product or
trays within the oven prevent the air�ow from passing vertically up through the product.

Horizontal Air�ow
Horizontal-style air�ow is well suited for applications where there are multiple horizontal tiers of product

or trays loaded such that air cannot easily pass vertically up through the product (�gure 2). This air�ow

style also is used for both batch and conveyor oven applications.

Air is supplied into the work chamber through a fully adjustable boxed duct — louvered openings are

factory preset — located on the side and along the length of the work chamber. After the heated air passes

through the product and the work chamber, it is collected in a similar duct located on the opposite wall of

the work. The air then is returned to the heat and recirculation plenum, where it is reheated and

reintroduced into the work chamber.

There is usually a slight part-temperature variance across the chamber width because the air cools as it

delivers the heat to the parts. This e�ect is exacerbated as the width of the chamber increases.

Bidirectional horizontal air�ow can be provided to equalize the part heating by placing dampers in the

supply and return ductwork to periodically change the direction of the air�ow (right-to-left, then left-to-

right, etc.). Typically, the dampers are programmed to change the air�ow direction using a programmable

setpoint controller. This reduces the temperature di�erence between the left and right sides of the

product.

Top-Down Air�ow
The top-down style air�ow is popular for �at-belt and spindle (chain-on-edge) conveyors when the product

height is less than 39" (1 meter). The distance between the top of the product and the supply duct should

be minimized to ensure su�cient heat transfer to the load. For powder coating applications, however,

enough distance must be maintained to prevent the air from blowing the powder o� the parts.

Top-Down Air�ow

FIGURE 3.  In a top-down air�ow arrangement, the air returns along the sides, below the conveyor. Alternatively, the return air
duct can be positioned below the conveyor belt to ensure the air passes through the conveyor belt more evenly.

In a top-down air�ow arrangement, the air usually returns along the sides, below the conveyor (�gure 3).

Belt conveyor ovens also may utilize a return air duct below the conveyor belt to ensure the air passes

through the conveyor belt more evenly. Spindle conveyor ovens usually have the air returned along the

sides.

Because the chamber height generally prohibits good air control, top-down air�ow is not typically

recommended for overhead conveyor ovens or batch ovens. Unless the chamber is designed with a return

duct under the load, the heated supply air loses velocity after leaving the supply duct louvers. Then, it gets

drawn to the return plenums located at the bottom sides of the chamber. This does not allow the air to

reach the bottom center of the load, causing cold spots. This e�ect worsens as the chamber width and

height increase.

Bottom-Up Air�ow
Bottom-up style air�ow is an excellent choice for continuous conveyor applications (e.g., belt type, overhead

trolley, etc.). The air is supplied from below the load, allowing the air to �ow vertically upward, through and

past the product. This ensures proper heating — provided the belt, part carrier and load do not impede

the air�ow as it travels vertically upward. For improved temperature uniformity, a full return sheet with

manually adjustable louvers usually is provided above the load to guide the air after it exits the supply duct.

For ovens with open ends during normal operation, the full return also will reduce cold air from entraining

as far into the chamber and further disrupting air temperature uniformity (�gure 4).

Bottom-Up Air�ow

FIGURE 4.  Bottom-up style air�ow is a good choice for continuous conveyor applications or for overhead trolley conveyor
ovens because the hot air can bathe and engulf the product.

Bottom-up air�ow also can be utilized in batch ovens. In those applications, the oven is placed over a pit

with a bar grating surface (mounted �ush with the factory �oor) above the supply ductwork or has

structure mounted over the duct to support the load.

Bottom-up air�ow also is an excellent choice for overhead trolley conveyor ovens. Regardless of the product

height, the hot air fully bathes and engulfs the product as it rises.

Top-Down and Bottom-Up Air�ow
Top-down and bottom-up style air�ow patterns — also known as top-bottom air�ow — are primarily used

in �at belt conveyor applications (�gure 5). This type of air�ow is particularly e�ective with heavy loads of

densely packed small parts or thicker �at loads, where it is di�cult — or impossible — to pass the air

through the load. Supply ducts are located both above and below the conveyor to deliver the heated air to

the top and bottom of the load.

When fast heating rates are desired, impingement-style louvers are utilized to disrupt the boundary layer

of cold air located just on the surface of the parts being heated. This design uses high velocity air exiting

the supply duct. After striking the load, the air returns back to the heating system between the supply air

nozzles.

Top-Down and Bottom-Up Flow

FIGURE 5.  Top-down or bottom-up style air�ow is particularly effective with heavy loads of densely packed small parts, or
thicker �at loads where it is di�cult to pass the air through the load.

Final Thoughts
An array of supply and return louver designs exist for all of the air�ow styles mentioned. Some supply

louvers are meant to discharge the heated air in a di�use pattern (e.g., H shape, C shape, round holes, etc.).

Others are meant to impinge the air onto the load (e.g., slotted louvers, cones, tubes, etc.) for enhanced

heating.

An experienced oven manufacturer will have several louver styles from which to choose, depending on your

application. In some cases, the oven may have a combination of supply louver styles (e.g., H-shape with

slotted louvers).

Companies that utilize computational �uid dynamics (CFD) analysis software to design their equipment are

able to optimize air�ow, heat transfer and overall oven performance (�gure 6). CFD is e�ective for

optimizing the duct design inside an oven. Potential issues can be corrected in the design phase of

manufacture, which results in a better design with reduced setup and testing times.

CFD-In�uenced Design

FIGURE 6.  Companies that utilize computational �uid dynamics (CFD) analysis software to design their equipment are able
to optimize air�ow, heat transfer and oven performance.

When reviewing your oven project with an oven manufacturer, be prepared to discuss topics such as part

size and orientation, load cart design, load carrier design, temperature uniformity and part-heatup rates.

These variables should be discussed prior to receiving a �rm proposal, and taking them into account will

help you select the proper air�ow style to achieve a successful, cost-e�ective outcome.

Gary Hanson is a senior application engineer at Wisconsin Oven Corp., East Troy, Wis. For more
information from Wisconsin Oven, call 262-642-3938 or visit wisoven.com.
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Energy Transition
How Heat Exchangers Will Support the

Heat Exchangers

All images provided by Solex Thermal Science unless otherwise noted

By Lowy Gunnewiek and Albert Bedell,
Solex

High purity, technical-grade mono-ammonium

phosphate is used in the production of iron-

phosphate batteries.
Photo credit: Chemuip

Indirect technology is supporting the pursuit of a better, fairer and

cleaner future.

The ongoing pursuit of a better, fairer and cleaner energy future is commonly captured in conversations

about the energy transition and a circular economy. At their heart, these conversations are about �nding a

better way of capturing and converting energy from the sun for our use, and about reducing the amount

of waste and pollution as we go about living our lives.

The breadth and diversity of work already underway en route to a better, fairer and cleaner energy future

is remarkable. Some examples include renewable energy generation and storage, electric vehicles (EVs),

energy e�ciency, sustainable materials, carbon capture, decarbonized grids and alternative fuels such as

hydrogen and nuclear power.

The cost to progress toward the goals we have set for ourselves is also remarkable. UN Climate Envoy Mark

Carney has estimated that $100 trillion will need to be invested over the next three decades if we are to

achieve the goals we have set for ourselves.

Technology will be at the core of our transition to a sustainable, net-zero future. While it is obvious that

new processes and technologies will need to be developed as we move forward, we should also expect to

see existing technologies evolve and be applied in new ways.

One example that we believe has a role in the future is moving-bed heat exchangers (MBHEs).

Large amounts of solid granular materials are produced every year. For example, there are more than �ve

billion tons in the metallurgical and building material industries alone. Many of the processes used in

producing these materials are energy intensive and come with signi�cant carbon footprints. It is estimated,

for instance, that cement production currently accounts for approximately 7 percent of the global

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions annually. Because moving-bed heat exchangers can e�ciently transfer

energy to and from solid granular materials with minimal energy needs and a low environmental footprint,

this technology may have a role to play.

In this article, we will illustrate how moving-bed heat exchangers are already playing a role in the pursuit of

a better, fairer and cleaner future. Example applications include industrial waste heat recovery and reuse,

electric battery manufacturing, and wood pellet production.

Moving bed heat exchangers use vertical plate technology to indirectly heat, cool or dry free-�owing granular solids.

How Moving-Bed Heat Exchangers Work
Before getting into the applications, it is important to understand how vertical-plate or vertical-tube

moving-bed heat exchangers work.

The tower-like design of this exchanger uses conduction to accomplish heat exchange between granular

solids and a heat transfer �uid. This contrasts with convective heat transfer (e.g., air cooling), which is the

process used in many direct-contact technologies such as �uid beds and rotary drums.

With plate technology — used primarily for solid-to-liquid heat transfer — the product enters the unit and

�ows by gravity through vertical banks of stainless-steel plates, and a heat transfer �uid passes through

the plates to cool the material. With tube technology — used primarily for solid-to-gas heat transfer — the

solids �ow by gravity through the tubes while the gas (e.g., air) �ows outside the tubes. A counter-current

�ow arrangement is commonly used for both moving-bed heat exchanger types while a mass �ow

discharge feeder controls the rate of �ow through the unit. Gravity is the mechanism that slowly moves

the product through the heat exchanger.

In addition to its heat transfer e�ciency, the technology’s gentle handling of the product minimizes fugitive

dust emissions and degradation. It also can help ensure a consistent, uniform temperature of the granular

material exiting the heat exchanger. These bene�ts can be critical in many processes.

Industrial Waste Heat Recovery
As mentioned earlier, large amounts of granular materials are processed every year to produce myriad

products. Many of these processes are highly energy intensive. The implementation of waste heat recovery

technologies can play an important role in reducing primary energy consumption and GHG emissions.

Platinum, for example, is a key material used in a vehicle’s catalytic converter. (The function of a catalytic

converter is to reduce nitrogen oxides emitted from the burning of hydrocarbon-based fuels.) The slag

byproduct from platinum production must be cooled from a molten liquid phase of around 2732°F (1500°C)

to ambient temperature, so it can be safely handled. The slag typically goes through a granulation process

to take it from a liquid to a solid. Once solidi�ed, there is still a signi�cant amount of energy in the slag.

To illustrate, at a slag production rate of 100 tph, a vertical-tube moving-bed heat exchanger — used to

cool the granulated slag from 1832 to 662°F (1000 to 350°C) — can recover about 20 MW of thermal energy.

When combined with a heat recovery steam generator and steam turbine operating with an overall

e�ciency of about 65 percent, approximately 13 MW of electrical energy can be produced. This is enough

energy to power almost 100 EV superchargers.

With annual platinum production in 2019 at 180,000 kilograms, produced from ores containing just a few

grams of metal per ton of ore, millions of tons of slag are produced every year. And, when you consider

that platinum is a small segment of the metals industry, the scale and opportunity for industrial waste

heat recovery and reuse become apparent.

Batteries
With the rapidly falling cost of renewable energy generation options, especially solar photovoltaics, there is

no longer a cost advantage to fossil-fuel-based generation systems.

However, the e�cient use of this energy at scale requires an e�ective storage medium. While there are

many available options, batteries currently o�er the most cost-e�ective and energy-dense method for

storing and releasing energy.

As such, the battery industry is rapidly growing to meet increased demand for electric vehicles, consumer

electronics and even grid-scale energy storage. The battery industry is expected to grow by more than ten-

fold within the next decade, from approximately 185 GWh of capacity per year in 2022 to more than 2 TWh

by 2030.

The bulk of this demand will come via the adoption of electric vehicles, which typically have batteries with

thousands of times the capacity of those found in common consumer electronics such as smartphones.

This demand is driving an explosion in the technology development of batteries.

At the heart of many battery technologies are high purity solids that, when combined, yield stable, safe and

high density energy storage materials.

Indirect heat exchangers play a role at many points along the supply chain for battery materials. When

compared with direct heat exchange technologies, the lower energy consumption, reduced exposure of

particles to air and reduced dust emissions from indirect exchangers provide distinct process bene�ts.

For example, at metal and mineral re�neries (e.g., nickel and spodumene), indirect heat exchangers can be

used to cool material downstream of kilns while reducing dust emissions and primary energy consumption.

The technology also can provide opportunities to capture and reuse waste heat streams, further reducing

primary energy needs.

Similarly, producers of high purity feedstocks such as technical ammonium phosphate, lithium carbonate,

lithium hydroxide or graphite can look to indirect cooling equipment to maintain the purity and speci�c

particle geometry of their products during the �nal cooling of the material before packaging.

Lastly, in the production of active materials (e.g., cathode powders), indirect heat exchangers can cool

materials from high temperatures (post-calcination) without contamination or emission of potentially toxic

and highly valuable dusts.

A conceptual energy-recovery loop shows a potential design for cooling high temperature bulk solids such as ash, petroleum
coke or graphite.

Wood Pellets
Meanwhile, many energy-transition initiatives around the world are focusing on wood pellets as an

alternative fuel source to coal. Last year, European regulators con�rmed in the Paris Climate Agreement

that burning trees for electric power would be considered a carbon-neutral energy source. Also, in the fall

of 2021, President Joe Biden signed a $1.2-trillion infrastructure bill that includes actions meant to grow the

wood pellet industry by promoting logging and forest biomass, as part of the $1.75-trillion Build Back

Better spending bill.

Wood pellets are small pieces of compressed wood used as fuel to power homes and businesses. They are

also used to di�ering degrees in electric power plants (primarily in European countries).

Indirect heat exchange technology is being used to help wood pellet plant operators meet growing global

demand while reducing the carbon and environmental footprint of the processing stage.

The pellets are created by �rst removing moisture from incoming wood �ber. That �ber then is ground

into a �ne powder and compressed into pellets measuring approximately 0.25 to 0.3 inches (6 and 8 mm) in

diameter and up to 1.6 inches (40 mm) in length. The pellets are heated, softening the lignin in the wood,

which then acts as an adhesive to keep the compressed particles together.

At this point in the production process, the pellet temperature is between 158 and 194°F (70 and 90°C),

making them too hot to handle, store or transport. Ideally, the pellets are cooled and dried to

approximately 5.4 to 9°F (3 to 5°C) above the ambient temperature with a moisture content of 10 percent.

Two heat exchange technologies can be used at this stage: with air and without air.

With Air. The pellets enter a cooling bin. The particles are leveled o� by a distributor. Cold air then is

injected into an isolated bin under the bed of pellets, thereby indirectly cooling the product from the

bottom up. A level sensor inside the bin determines when the pellets are discharged.

Without Air. The pellets enter a tower-like design and slowly pass between a parallel series of heat

exchanger plates that contain a counter-current �ow of heat transfer �uid (e.g., water). Heat transfers

from the pellets to the �uid via a steel plate wall. The product cools to temperatures between 5.4 and 9°F (3

and 5°C) above ambient temperatures as, pulled by gravity, it slowly and uniformly moves downward,

controlled by a discharge feeder.

One of the primary bene�ts of indirectly cooling wood pellets through a plate-based design is improved

e�ciency. Water is a more e�ective cooling medium than air, resulting in lower power requirements to

circulate the lower volume of the cooling medium. In addition, indirectly cooling wood pellets through a

plate-based design provides operators with precise control of both the product’s temperature and

moisture content. Using thermal modeling software helps ensure optimal cooling and drying of each pellet.

The mass �ow design also ensures that uniform material �ow is controlled at low velocities — typically less

than approximately 1 ft/min (0.3 m/min). Because the pellets are not mechanically handled or moved, the

technology is suitable for even friable grades of pellets. The approach helps prevent product abrasion,

product degradation and the creation of additional �nes.

In conclusion, in a 2021 report, “Net Zero by 2050: A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector,” the

International Energy Agency (IEA) acknowledged the number of countries announcing pledges to achieve

net-zero over the coming decades is growing. Yet, even if achieved, these goals will fall well short of

meeting targets such as those set out in the Paris Agreement — notably, bringing global energy-related

carbon dioxide emissions to net-zero by 2050 and limiting the global temperature rise to 2.7°F (1.5°C).

The same report notes clean and e�cient energy technologies will be key to staying on the narrow path to

net-zero. The IEA report says, “All the technologies needed to achieve the necessary deep cuts in global

emissions already exist.” Reaching net-zero by 2050 requires further rapid deployment of these available

technologies.

As an established technology, moving-bed heat exchangers can play a role in this energy transition.

Speci�cally, moving-bed heat exchangers that use vertical-plate technology to transfer energy to and from

solid granular materials can contribute to a shift to what is considered possible in both traditional and

non-traditional processing industries by o�ering a low carbon solution that aligns with operators’ net-zero

aspirations.

Lowy Gunnewiek is CEO of Solex Thermal Science. Albert Bedell is regional director, Asia
Paci�c, for Solex. The Calgary, AB, Canada-based company can be reached at 403-254-3522 or visit
www.solexthermal.com.
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Industrial Internet of Things

video credit: DeSid / Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

By Mariana Sandin,
Seeq

Process manufacturers are using improved software applications to

accelerate their energy transitions.

Following the 26th United Nationsʼ Climate Change Conference and the numerous pledges from countries

and companies for net-zero emissions, the acceleration towards decarbonization is tangible. Process

manufacturers have increased urgency to improve their environmental impact. Escalating fuel prices along

with market demand for greener products also have added pressure to evaluate alternative sources of

energy for heating processes.

When taking action to evaluate these alternative energy sources, the industry must consider the reality of

energy production sources worldwide. Global energy use for heating accounts for 129 EJ (exojoules), with

79 EJ used by industry and 50 EJ used by households. Approximately 75 percent of this demand is met with

fossil fuels, with 40 percent of the energy supplied by natural gas and 20 percent each by oil and coal,

respectively. Sustainable renewable energy in the industrial sector only accounts for 10 percent of the total

79 EJ consumed.[1]

Process heating accounts for more than two-thirds of the total global industrial energy consumption. Half

of that demand occurs at temperatures levels below 752°F (400°C). For example, industry sectors such as

food and beverage, textiles and pulp-and-paper each have a heat demand below 482°F (250°C) in 60 percent

of their operations.

Depending on heating demand, which varies depending on the industry and geography, the case for using

renewables to provide energy for heating or cooling technologies di�ers. Process stages like water

preheating, washing, boiler makeup water and preheating air for drying or combustion can bene�t from

renewable sources of energy. such as solar. Renewable sources are well suited to supplying heat in the

range from 482 to 752°F (200 to 400°C).

One of the biggest challenges of the energy transition for process manufacturing is adapting existing

technologies and assets to use renewable energy. This necessitates connecting to the large volumes of

operational and equipment data made accessible by Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) projects and then

analyzing the data to achieve valuable insights for driving towards a more sustainable energy future.

It is reasonable to assume that the energy transition will happen in phases, considering current

dependencies on fossil fuels, di�erent geographical economies and country needs. Changes will take time,

but there are ways to accelerate the transition. This is where operational time-series data collected via IIoT

projects along with analytics can help.

For years, operational leaders in the process industries have been implementing IIoT projects to provide

real-time access to time-series data. This data is stored in process historians, analyzed and used to optimize

processes. Ideally, the results of these analyses also are shared with suppliers and service providers to

provide further insights into the e�ciencies of their operations.

Prediction models created using advanced analytics applications help companies understand and reduce energy use.
All images provided by Seeq unless otherwise noted

One obstacle with this use of data is that it is often stored in silos. For example, in a �ber line, engineers

might only look at the data that a�ects the �bers: woodchip preheating, cooking process and pulp drying.

Rarely do they look at information from the systems delivering the steam needed to preheat, cook and dry

the �bers. So, the questions are, how do process manufacturers merge related but isolated pieces of

information? How do they make the data readily accessible to engineers for better decision-making to

reduce energy consumption and, therefore, the carbon footprint of their processes?

Going forward, the solution likely will not be found in spreadsheets. They are a general-purpose tool and

are not designed for time-series data analysis of large amounts of data. Although many engineers still use

spreadsheets, their use creates cumbersome tasks �lled with barriers. Often, the limits of the program

may prevent them from analyzing data in the broader business context necessary to improve

performance.

Analytics Provide Insights
Recognizing the drawbacks of spreadsheets, many process manufacturers are now empowering their

frontline employees with self-service advanced analytics applications that provide a streamlined approach

and interface for accelerating improvements to their production outcomes. These types of applications

allow process manufacturers to integrate and connect to disparate data sources, providing a better picture

of the data generated by IIoT and other projects. Using automated data cleansing and contextualization,

advanced analytics applications empower engineers to see relationships and correlations among data for

more e�cient analysis.

Manufacturers across many process industries — from power generation to chemicals — are already using

self-service advanced analytics to reduce energy consumption and carbon footprint in their heating

processes. Lessons learned from the solar and wind power generation companies using advanced analytics

applications, like in the use cases discussed below, can be leveraged by process manufacturers starting

their energy transition.

By �ltering operational data using meaningful conditions describing di�erent operating modes, advanced

analytics application regression models can accurately predict energy consumption. They also can be used

to predict process upsets before they occur such as upcoming required boiler maintenance, or heat

exchanger downtime for cleaning based on fouling conditions, for example.

As companies formulate their energy transition strategies and explore renewable sources for their energy

mix, wind and solar are viable options. In these scenarios, advanced analytics applications can help optimize

wind turbine rampup. For solar power generation, advanced analytics applications can help identify soiled

panels or axis faults by using prede�ned formulas.

The following use cases show how companies are using advanced analytics applications to create insights

from IIoT and other data.

Process Optimization Using Dynamic Energy Models
Allnex, a specialty chemical company, leverages analytics technology to create energy models that are used

to continuously improve their operations.

A leading challenge with energy consumption patterns is that related data is noisy and, therefore, di�cult

to model in a spreadsheet. And, when models are created, they are often simplistic and rarely updated,

making them obsolete quickly.

Prediction models. created in advanced analytics applications — using either linear or non-linear

regressions of the total steam demand based on instrumentation and equipment data — empower

engineers to isolate the impact of speci�c equipment like an individual steam valve. Engineers can build

their own models quickly and establish regular reviews using dashboards, process models and other data.

Using this approach for more than three years, the company has achieved a 30 percent increase in steam

recovery and a 15 percent reduction in steam consumption. The greenhouse emissions prevented by these

improvements equate to reducing vehicle miles driven by nearly 38 million per year.

Predictive Maintenance at Scale
Another chemicals manufacturer, Covestro, implemented a predictive maintenance approach, but, in their

case, for heat exchangers. Using operational data from its analytics suite, the company calculated the heat

transfer coe�cient of its heat exchangers. With these values, it could predict when fouling in the

equipment would degrade production quality.

Company engineers used linear regression analyses in the software to predict when to remove built-up

solids from the heat exchanger. In the past, these types of calculations took days to run, but they can be

performed quickly with the software.

Wind Turbine Ramp-Up and Quantifying Revenue Losses
A major energy company uses analytics software to optimize turbine ramp-up as market demand changes.

This is done by comparing potential versus actual power to identify a ramp-up period and to quantify the

cost and footprint of the time each wind power turbine is not operating. This real-time production

potential (RTPP) varies depending on the age of components, wind turbulence and other factors.

Using analytics software, the energy company modeled the RTPP potential based on periods when the

turbine was communicating data, producing power and not curtailed by the grid operator. At 5-min

intervals, the grid operator was provided with the company’s RTPP calculation based on wind strength and

direction. This information improved the grid operator’s ability to maintain system reliability and balance

load. It also allowed the company to account for the revenue losses of power not generated during the

curtailed and ramp-up time.

This information improved the grid operator’s
ability to maintain system reliability and
balance load. It also allowed the company to
account for the revenue losses of power not
generated during the curtailed and rampup
time.

In this scenario, the energy company was experiencing

curtailments roughly once every two days at a cost of several

hundred dollars per day, adding up to lost revenue of roughly

$3,000 per month per windfarm. Using analytics software, they

created a scalable and accurate way to quantify the period of

curtailment and ramp-up to ensure accurate chargeback to

the grid operator.

Today, the energy company calculates its commercial losses

during ramp-up across its entire �eet of wind turbines,

enabling them to pass charges to the grid operator. It was

able to recapture more than $30,000 per windfarm per year

thanks to accurate chargeback calculations. The company is

scaling these calculations across additional �eets of turbines.

Condition-Based Maintenance of Solar Panels
With solar energy generation using heating processes, soiled panels or axis faults reduce total power

output. Developing models to account for these kinds of power losses is di�cult with spreadsheets. Or, it

requires speci�c software with no capability for tuning or ad hoc analysis of plant performance.

With the analytics software, periods that exemplify optimal performance such as when panels are clean

and there are minimal tracking deviations from setpoint can be identi�ed. These periods can be combined

to create a training window. A model of plant performance based on the identi�ed training window and

plant meteorology instruments then can be developed to monitor the impact of axis tracking faults and

soiling losses.

The developed plant model allows for continuous monitoring of soiling and axis tracking losses. It also can

provide a dollar quanti�cation report to determine when the monetary cost of maintenance is justi�ed by

the losses associated with required downtime to address issues.

Conclusion
The use of operational data and advanced analytics is bene�cial in diverse ways. It can help companies

understand their energy consumption and ways to optimize it. It can help extend the life of critical pieces

of equipment and cut maintenance costs. It also can provide a way to measure the carbon footprint and

emissions from the use of fossil fuels, helping companies justify the integration of renewal sources of

energy for suitable heating processes.

The amount of energy consumed by the industrial sector will continue to increase, so improvements must

be made to meet the global goals for net-zero emissions by 2050. The power industry is leading the way in

terms of e�ciently operating renewable sources of energy, but other industries, including pulp-and-paper

and metals and mining, are not far behind.

The use of digital technologies such as IIoT and self-service analytics software can help engineers to make

data-driven decisions regarding the best ways to diversify the energy mix.

Reference:
1. Stryi-Hipp, Gerhard. “Renewable Heating and Cooling: Technologies and Applications,” Woodhead Publishing. Cambridge, UK.

2016. Chapters 1 and 3.

Mariana Sandin is an industry principal at Seeq Corp. The Seattle-based company can be reached
at 206-801-9339 or visit www.seeq.com.
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Gets Overhaul

New Jersey Cold Storage Facility

Photos credit: Evapco / Lineage Logistics

Jesse Landis, owner of J.I. Landis

Welding & Mechanical, programs the

setpoint for the conductivity controller.

Design/Build

A cold storage facility upgrade includes a ground-level evaporative

condenser with factory-provided passivation and water treatment.

When a facility is acquired, it is not unusual for the company to take a measure of existing equipment,

methods and technologies. At times, the evaluation leads to plant renovations that suit the future use of

the facility. Such was the case when cold storage warehouse provider Lineage Logistics added more than 30

cold storage facilities that “rode along” with its acquisition of Preferred Freezer Services (PFS) in 2019.

At a former PFS facility in Perth Amboy, N.J., Lineage Logistics recently renovated the refrigeration system,

including the replacement of an evaporative condenser, to add options such as passivation and water

treatment. The new cooling system condensers were installed on the ground rather than in the air as is so

typical of this equipment (see sidebar).

‘Legacy’ Installations on the Ground

The Perth Amboy cold storage building was one of more than 30 Preferred Freezer Services (PFS) cold storage facilities

acquired by Lineage Logistics in 2019. All were designed by John Galiher, then president and owner of PFS. Jesse

Landis of J. I. Landis Welding & Mechanical — whose �rm worked regularly with PFS — said that ground-level

installations were common with PFS.

“We worked for PFS and also with Lineage, among others. This type of work is our specialty,” he said. So Landis had

ample points of comparison to note how the legacy systems at the Perth Amboy were different. “There are very few

cold storage facilities with large condensers installed at ground level,” he said.

The team at Lineage refers to these ground-level installations — those that were part of the PFS acquisition — as “legacy

installs.” Landis explained that though elevated cooling equipment, often mounted above the facilities they serve, saves

real estate on the ground and may provide a safety factor to the equipment, there are many advantages to ground-level

installations. These include reduced initial construction costs as well as reductions in the cost of installation and service

work.

Simpler ground-level installations also cost less to engineer. “We have no issues with purge points, and it’s so much

easier for service work such as checking the coils for calci�cation, coil cleaning, replacing media or water eliminators,”

added Landis.

“Rigging work can become quite involved and expensive with elevated equipment,” he said. “Yet, there seems to be broad

preference for this nationally. Some facility managers and engineers prefer having purge points at the [cooling] system’s

highest level — where the refrigerant gas turns into liquid form. Yet, we’ve never had any issues with that for condenser

equipment that’s installed at ground level, with no risk to tender, easily damaged rubber roofs below, among other

things. We’ve come to appreciate those ‘legacy’ installs.”

Replacing the condenser also permitted future-proo�ng of operations at the facility, says Brad Stonesifer,

an Evapco sales representative with Hanover, Pa.-based MidAtlantic Refrigeration. “We designed and

speci�ed our condenser coil bundle for conversion suitability to R449a [an HFO refrigerant blend], allowing

a change-out from R22 in the near future,” he explained.

Though a replacement condenser was a top priority, the conversion to R449a also was an important need.

This required special attention by Stonesifer and engineers at the manufacturer. The condenser required

slight oversizing from 5,160 to 5,670 MBH to accommodate the refrigerant exchange (R449a requiring the

larger size). System components would need to be suitable for the conversion, requiring two inlets and

four outlets per coil. These design changes were accommodated by the manufacturer.

Lineage managers and the company’s installing/service contractor — Jesse Landis, owner of Souderton, Pa.-

based J.I. Landis Welding & Mechanical — chose Evapco as the condenser supplier because their evaporative

condensers incorporate protective, factory-assisted passivation of all galvanized steel, and factory-mounted

water treatment. “Evapco not only provided factory pretreatment of the coil bundle to reduce its chemical

reactivity but ongoing monitoring of the �eld passivation as an assurance of all the galvanized metal’s long-

term stability,” explained Stonesifer.

The factory passivation is a two-step process that begins before a unit ships and continues for the �rst

four-to-eight weeks of its operation in the �eld, Stonesifer noted. Once passivation is complete, the

temporary passivation panel is removed from service, and a solid-chemistry water-treatment system — to

control scale, corrosion and microbial growth — remains installed.

Bob Walsh, manager of plant operations for Lineage Logistics (left), and Jesse Landis verify that the conductivity setpoint is
being maintained.

Galvanized Steel and Passivation
With evaporative condensers, galvanized steel often is chosen to withstand the rigors of environmental

deterioration as well as for improved heat transfer.

“For evaporative cooling equipment, shiny metal surfaces are not good,” Stonesifer said. “It may look nice

for a while, but passivated steel coil bundles and other galvanized steel surfaces are much preferred

because of the resistance to corrosion. And, in the �eld, maintaining that passivation is just as important.”

Galvanized passivation is complete when there is minimal white-rust formation, and a dull gray color is

achieved. “With galvanized steel, there’s always the risk of corrosion unique to it known as white rust,” said

Stonesifer. Though more familiar red-brown rust is more quickly damaging to steel, white rust can lead to

premature deterioration (�gure 1).

Stonesifer explained that part of the reason for the condenser’s longevity is water treatment: “That was

one of the early considerations for the facility and the condenser that serves it,” he added. The company

performs makeup water testing to determine the water quality and uses that information to help engineer

a site-speci�c solution.

Bob Walsh and Jesse Landis talk about routine maintenance for the evaporative condenser.

Lobster, Shrimp, Scallops and Crab
“We take the threat of white rust seriously,” said Bob Walsh, manager of plant operations for 15 Lineage

facilities, including 10 in New Jersey. “Challenges that can threaten facility operations are top priority,” he

added. “At Perth Amboy, we store mostly seafood — lobster, shrimp, scallops and crab. At this moment,

there’s 7 to 8 million pounds of crab in the freezers and 1 million pounds of crab in the cooler.”

Though the Perth Amboy building is large by most standards at 120,000 ft2, it is “a bit small” among

facilities in the Lineage portfolio. Walsh explained that an average Lineage cold storage facility might be in

the 225,000 to 300,000 ft2 range. A large one currently under construction in Olathe, Kan., is 500,000 ft2 and

utilizes the Evapco water treatment technologies.

According to Walsh, the condenser is the cooling system’s “crown jewel,” ensuring steady temperatures

within a facility that includes large refrigerators at 34°F (1.1°C), freezers at -5°F (-20.5°C) and a loading dock

cooled to 38°F (3°C). Temperatures in the refrigerated cooler are most critical, he noted. “For the freezers,

we could lower the set temp 18 to 20 hours before the retro�t because we knew that during the retro�t

the temperatures [without mechanical cooling] would rise. But with the refrigerators — where we’re

unable to lower the temperatures further — it’s especially critical to protect the cooled product.”

Landis, whose company does a lot of work for Lineage, was chosen to rig, commission and service the new

cooling equipment. The team at J.I. Landis Welding & Mechanical began its preparations, including

preassembled components and piping, many weeks before installing the new condenser. The actual

retro�t began at 2 a.m., and by 7 a.m., the team fully evacuated and captured 11,000 pounds of R22

refrigerant and isolated the old condenser. The refrigerant would be reintroduced to the new condenser

within several hours.

“Of course, the plan is to switch to R449a [refrigerant] soon, as we’ve done at 10 Lineage facilities

previously,” said Walsh. “We’ve found that though the new refrigerant blend works very well, it tends to

hang up in the condenser. That’s why we asked for the custom construction of two inlets and four outlets

per coil.”

By 10 p.m., the new condenser was online, ensuring freezer and refrigerated temperatures throughout the

facility. Walsh said that during the 18-hour retro�t, there was no discernible rise in temperature for the

frozen or cooled product.

The Evapco eco-PMC condenser chosen for the cold storage facility uses less water than standard

condenser models with bare tube-coil bundles, according to Stonesifer. Its Ellipti-�n coil construction o�ers

enhanced heat transfer e�ciency and heat rejection, he added.

Bob Walsh and Jesse Landis examine the cleanliness of condenser water at the Perth Amboy facility.

Passivating the Condenser
During the planning stages, Stonesifer and Landis worked with the factory-authorized water treatment

partner to schedule �eld passivation of the condenser. Damion Riera, the regional manager for water

engineering services in Staten Island, N.Y., arrived on-site shortly after the condenser was delivered. “We

were very pleased with the level of expertise he brought to the job,” said Walsh.

Riera commissioned the �eld passivation that remained in place for �ve weeks — the time required to

complete the �eld passivation process for this project. He visited weekly to supervise and optimize the

passivation’s �nal treatment process. Stonesifer noted that the factory passivation expedited the pace at

which �eld passivation could be accomplished. This allowed a hastened startup date because heat load

could be immediately introduced to the new equipment.

Startup and commissioning is the most critical time in a unitʼs service life, noted Cohick. “Our eco-PMC

condensers with �nned coils — combined with factory passivation of the hot-dipped galvanized steel coils

— provided advantages that Lineage wanted. The factory pretreatment on the coils became an important

advantage for the Perth Amboy retro�t because the new equipment would be placed immediately under

heat load. Natural, on-site passivation works only when there’s substantial time to allow the metal to

passivate gradually while not in use. It often takes a few months to properly chemically passivate on-site,

with careful monitoring of water pH and chemistry,” he said.

According to Brett Alexander, a senior marketing and application engineer at Evapco, after the Lineage

facility’s submittal was approved, the Taneytown plant began construction of the condenser. During this

time, the coils were built and �nned for enhanced thermal performance, then hot-dipped galvanized.

“Immediately after that, we bring the newly galvanized coils back to the plant to begin step one of our

proprietary passivation pretreatment, known as Passiv-Assist,” he explained.

“We’re the only manufacturer in the industry that has the capability to facilitate factory passivation,” said

Alexander. “Now, we’re not just telling customers they need to passivate their galvanized steel — we’re

showing them how to do it under tightly controlled conditions.”

“This … enhances the speed and e�ectiveness of properly executed �eld passivation, allowing their

evaporative equipment to be passivated in the �eld under immediate heat load,” added Stonesifer.

Meanwhile, while other condenser components are built and assembled, a factory-mounted Smart Shield

was installed on the spray pump side of the unit. The technology is integrated into the condenser’s

construction at the factory and helps manage solid-chemistry water treatment. Smart Shield includes all

the components required for e�ective, long-term water treatment to control scale, corrosion and

microbiological growth, explained Alexander.

Based in Taneytown, Md., Evapco manufactures heat transfer solutions for industrial and
commercial applications. For more information from Evapco, call 410-756-2600 or visit
evapco.com.
Lineage Logistics Holdings LLC, Novi, Mich., provides refrigerated warehousing and storage as well
as temperature-controlled logistics to those in the process industries as well as other industries.
For more information from Lineage Logistics, call 800-678-7271 or visit lineagelogistics.com.
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Listen and Learn

WEBINAR

Register here to watch on-demand.

 

The ROI for Quality Liquid Temperature Control Equipment

In liquid temperature control, as in so many facets of heating and cooling, the complicated

dynamics of refrigeration do not go unnoticed. Dr. Dirk Frese, vice president of marketing,
sales and service at Julabo USA, relates the complexities of cooling back to the

fundamental laws of thermodynamics. These principles have existed uncontested for

nearly 200 years, but seldom have they been applied directly to everyday applications in
thermal processing. Dr. Frese walks through the multiple transfers of energy required in a

refrigeration cycle as they compare to heating.

PODCAST

Robert J. Ferguson of French Creek Software
Listen to the full interview with the winner of our �rst Process
Heating & Cooling Innovation Award, Robert J. Ferguson of
French Creek Software. The award was created to recognize the
innovative application of technical expertise or experience with
industrial process heating or cooling projects. Rob developed “the
�rst easily understood method for interpreting scale indices, that
is widely used and accepted.”
 

WEBINAR

Register here to watch on demand.

 

 

 

Heat Processing Equipment Risk Assessments: What Are They, and What Is a
PHA?

An increasing number of NFPA codes and standards have now been borrowed from the

process safety industry: The trend for requiring PHAs is increasing. If you really want to

up your safety and reliability game, you’ll need to understand these and risk assessments
and be pro�cient in how to do them.eBOOK

2022-2023 Process Cooling Buyers Guide eBook
We created this new eBook version of the Buyers Guide to mesh
with today’s digital, on-the-go reality. While the format may have
changed to keep up with the times, the reliable, up-to-date
information it provides is the most relevant in the industry. We
organized this eBook by section to speed your search.  
 
 

eBook

2022-2023 Process Heating Buyers Guide eBook
We created this new eBook version of the Buyers Guide to mesh
with today’s digital, on-the-go reality. While the format may have
changed to keep up with the times, the reliable, up-to-date
information it provides is the most relevant in the industry. We
organized this eBook by section to speed your search
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Photo
A picture is worth 1,000 words. Check out these online photo galleries from select manufacturers

at 

www.process-heating.com/studio.

Astec

Malting Away
Astec’s Heatec line of thermal �uid (hot oil) heaters are used for several manufacturing processes

from oil and gas production to food processing and much more. In this case two vertical Heatec HCI

heaters are being used in the malting process to supply heat to the kilns for drying grains. Thermal

�uid heaters are a great option for just about any application that needs a source of heat, including

those where steam is typically used. And they come in a variety of sizes and con�gurations. Contact

an Astec representative to discuss your heating needs.

Astec
astecindustries.com

Back

Dickow
Magnetic coupled DICKOW-pumps of the series NMW/PRMW are of sealless design. The containment shell

forms a closed system with hermetically sealed liquid end.

Applications
The magnetic driven NMW/PRMW pumps are designed for hot oil applications, to improve plant and

personnel safety in industrial heating plants. Mechanical seals are eliminated. No utility cooling needed. In

these cases, double mechanical seals are required in conventional pumps.

Dickow
www.dickow.com

Back

Reliable Temperature Control from Sterling
Water oil temperature control units from Sterling are available to suit all industrial process needs. Each

Sterling TCU combines precise, automatic temperature control with easy operation for unmatched

reliability and performance. They o�er customization and advanced smart controls to increase uptime,

prevent shutdowns, and reduce maintenance costs. Sterling TCUs are available in compact and upright

units, and have simple, quick access to components for easy maintenance.

Learn more about temperature control units from Sterling today.

Sterlco
sterlco.com

Back

Heavy Duty Box Furnace
This furnace has a pneumatically operated vertical lift door to provide access to the large, heated chamber

rated for up to 1200°C. With heavy duty plate heaters on the side walls for good temperature uniformity.

Thermcraft, Inc.
thermcraftinc.com

Back
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Premium Listing
Below are the premium listings from our directories.

  For a complete list of companies and products, go to
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Premium Listing

AW-Lake

2440 W. Corporate Preserve Dr., Ste. 600 

Oak Creek, WI 53154 

(414) 574-4300 

mreiff@aw-lake.com

www.aw-lake.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

AW-Lake Company, a TASI Group company, is a leading North American design, manufacturing & service

company of �ow measurement technology for the �uid control needs of various industries, including oil &

gas, chemical processing, paints & coatings, hydraulics & pneumatics, food processing, & �uid power. We

provide local engineering solutions, manufacturing & �nal assembly, calibration, & customized �ow

metering solutions to customers in North, South, & Central America.

**Product Categories**

Flow Meters, Air

Flow Meters, Chemical

Flow Meters, Gas

Flow Meters, Oil

Flow Meters, Water

mailto:mreiff@aw-lake.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
https://www.aw-lake.com/
https://www.aw-lake.com/
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Premium Listing

Active Chemical Systems Inc.
16755 Park Cir. Dr.

Chagrin Falls, OH 44023

(440) 543-8197

sales@activechemicalsystems.com

https://activechemicalsystems.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Active Chemical Systems, Inc. is a leading provider of both new custom manufactured heat exchangers as

well as heat exchanger repair services since 1971; specializing in graphite plate heaters, graphite block, as

well as tube-in-shell heat exchangers.

**Product Categories**

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Distillation Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Graphite Heat Exchangers

Heating Heat Exchangers

Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Pasteurizing Heat Exchangers

Plate (without frame) Heat Exchangers

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Reacting Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers

mailto:sales@activechemicalsystems.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Blue M, Div. of TPS
2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856

(800) 586-2473

info@thermalproductsolutions.com

https://www.bluem.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Blue M is recognized as an industry leader in the design, engineering, manufacture, & after-market

support of industrial & laboratory ovens that are ideal for a wide range of applications. Blue M products

are available in bench top, stacked, & cabinet models to accommodate a variety of capabilities & footprints.

**Product Categories**

Air Filters

Air Flow Meters

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Dryer Accessories

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Carts Oven Accessories

Centrifugal Fans

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circular Recorders, Temperature

Coil Heating Elements

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Dehydrating Ovens

Dewpoint/Moisture Measuring Devices

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Electric

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Environmental Ovens

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Dryer Accessories

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Gas Filters

Gas Flow Meters

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Humidity Controls

Humidity Sensors

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Motor Controls/Controllers

Oil-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Pre-Heating Ovens

Programmable

Rack Ovens

Racks Dryer Accessories

Racks Oven Accessories

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Revolving Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Solid State

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Temperature Controls

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Top Load Dryers

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Dryer Accessories

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Dryer Accessories

View Ports Oven Accessories

Water-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@thermalproductsolutions.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Bühler Aeroglide
100 Aeroglide Dr.

Cary, NC 27511

(919) 851-2000

aeroglide.sales@buhlergroup.com

https://www.buhlergroup.com/drying

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Bühler Aeroglide manufactures thermal-processing technology for specialty chemicals, catalysts, polymers,

SAP, rubber, minerals, & other bulk materials.  Conveyor drying technologies have high-capacity capability

& rugged construction, maximizing production time & yield.  Advanced process control systems o�er

optimum �nal product quality & energy e�ciency, & full machine access for easy cleaning.

**Product Categories**

Baking Ovens

Belts, Conveyor Dryer Accessories

Belts, Conveyor Oven Accessories

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Dryers

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curtains Dryer Accessories

Curtains Oven Accessories

Dehydrating Ovens

Dehydrators

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Dual Fuel Dryers

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Fluid-Bed Dryers

Fluidized Beds

Heat Setting Dryers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Dryers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Ovens

Hot Water Dryers

Hot Water Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil Dryers

Oil Ovens

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Trays Dryer Accessories

Trays Oven Accessories
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Premium Listing

CO2Meter.com

131 Business Center Dr. 

Ormond Beach, FL 32174 

(877) 678-4259 

sales@co2meter.com

www.co2meter.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

CO2Meter specializes in the design & manufacturing of gas detection & monitoring devices - mainly CO2.

Our approach is based on the science of gas & how best to accurately & repeatedly measure that gas for

the end-users purposes. Our business partners in Restaurant, Beverage, Agriculture, Indoor Air Quality,

Safety, & other �elds �nd our devices to be highly accurate & cost-e�ective.

**Product Categories**

Leak Detectors, Gas/Air
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Premium Listing

Chillermen

340 S. Milpitas Blvd. 

Milpitas, CA 95035 

(408) 782-9900 

scottg@chillermen.com

chillermen.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Chillermen Manufactures The Industry's First Ever Evap Condensing Chillers 60-450 Tons.  35% Less Energy

Usage & 40% Smaller Footprint Than Any Air-Cooled Chiller.

**Product Categories**

Chillers, Air-Condensed

Chillers, Air-Cooled

Chillers, Indoor

Chillers, Liquid

Chillers, Outdoor

Chillers, Packaged

Chillers, Split System

Chillers, Water-Cooled

Thermoelectric Modules

mailto:scottg@chillermen.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
https://chillermen.com/
https://chillermen.com/
http://www.process-cooling.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3495-chillermen


Premium Listing

Delta Elektrogas
Via Trieste 132

Arcade, 31030, Italy

(330) 678-4328

support_ab@combustion911.com

https://combustion911.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

The Elektrogas brand of combustion equipment for industrial applications includes valves (safety shut-o�

solenoid, butter�y, linear �ow control, needle, vent solenoid, air solenoid), regulators (pressure reducing,

ratio), actuators (2-point step, 3-point step, continuous control, & high-torque options), gas �lters, & more.

Ask us about our max. 90 PSI SSOVs with proof of closure!

**Product Categories**

Butter�y Valves

Control Valves

Filters Blower/Fan Accessories

Flow Valves

Gas Filters

Gas Regulators

Needle Valves

Regulating/Pressure-Reducing Valves

Relief & Safety Valves

Solenoid Valves

mailto:support_ab@combustion911.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://combustion911.com/
https://combustion911.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/5297-delta-elektrogas


Premium Listing

Draeger Inc.
7256 S. Sam Houston Pkwy. W., Ste. 100 

Houston, TX 77085 

(800) 437-2437 

mark.heuchert@draeger.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Founded in 1889 in Lübeck, Germany, Dräger is a global leader in safety & medical technology.  The safety

division specializes in �xed & portable gas detection & in respiratory protection.  Our guiding philosophy is

"Technology for Life", & we are committed to bringing innovative solutions to protect life safety.

**Product Categories**

Alarms

Ammonia Monitors

Leak Detectors, Ammonia

Leak Detectors, Gas/Air

Leak Detectors, Ultrasonic

mailto:mark.heuchert@draeger.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
mailto:mark.heuchert@draeger.com
http://www.process-cooling.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3642-draeger-inc


Premium Listing

ENERVEX Inc.

1685 Bluegrass Lakes Pkwy.

Alpharetta, GA 30004

(770) 587-3238

marketing@enervex.com

https://www.enervex.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

ENERVEX o�ers complete & customized heat recovery solutions by combining exhaust/chimney system,

mechanical exhaust & heat recovery needed to complete a project. Through a single supplier.  We can work

with almost any process applications involving boilers, generators, baking/food/process/industrial ovens,

dryers, fuel cell, smelter - & much more.

**Product Categories**

Air-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Air-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Axial Flow Blowers

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Blower/Fan Accessories

Ba�es Boiler Accessories

Ba�es Ducting Accessories

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Breeching Boiler Accessories

Centrifugal Blowers

Centrifugal Fans

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Duct, In�exible Blower/Fan Accessories

Ducting Oven Accessories

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Exhaust Fans

Expansion Joints Ducting Accessories

Forced Draft Fans

Gas Blowers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Systems

Heating Heat Exchangers

Hot Air Blowers

Induced Draft Fans

In�exible Ducting

Insulated Ducting

Insulation Ducting Accessories

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Propeller Fans

Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Ventilating Fans

mailto:marketing@enervex.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.enervex.com/
https://www.enervex.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/8377-enervex-inc


Premium Listing

Emerson

160 Park Ave.

Florham Park, NJ 07932

(800) 972-2726

jimmy.mcnamara@emerson.com

https://www.emerson.com/combustion

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Emerson provides the industry’s best combination of availability, reliability & economy for critical

combustion equipment such as Boilers, Burners, Furnaces, Ovens, Kilns & Incinerators. OEMs & end-users

rely on our wide range of innovative dependable products. ASCO Safety Shuto� Valves have some of the

highest �ow capabilities in the industry.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Burners

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Burners

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air-Operated Valves

Air-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Air-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Ball Valves

Bellows-Sealed Valves

Boilers/Steam Generators Burners

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Butter�y Valves

Check Valves

Circulation Heaters

Cleaners/Washers Burners

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Cleaning Equipment Supplies

Coils, Heating & Cooling

Control Valves

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Dry Heat Sterilizers

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electricity Ovens

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Flow Valves

Fuel Valves

Gas-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Gas-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Gate Valves

Heat Guns (Process Use)

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Heating Heat Exchangers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Ovens

Hot Water Ovens

Incinerators/Oxidizers Burners

Interchanger Heat Exchangers

Liquid Heaters Burners

Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil Ovens

Ovens Burners

Ovens Heaters

Pneumatic Valves

Propane Ovens

Reducing

Regulating/Pressure-Reducing Valves

Regulating/Temperature Valves

Relief & Safety Valves

Solenoid Valves

Steam Ovens

Steam Valves

Steam-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid Heaters Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Thermal Fluid-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Steam Heat Exchangers

Thermal Oxidizer System

Water Heaters Burners

Water Heaters Heaters

Zone Heater Heat Tracing

mailto:jimmy.mcnamara@emerson.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.emerson.com/combustion
https://www.emerson.com/combustion
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/8331-emerson


Premium Listing

Gruenberg, Div. of TPS
2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856

(570) 538-7200

info@tpsovens.com

https://www.gruenberg.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Gruenberg is a leading manufacturer of custom industrial ovens, pharmaceutical sterilizers, explosion-

proof dryers, granulation dryers, depyrogenation ovens, & custom pharmaceutical ovens.

**Product Categories**

Air Filters

Air Flow Meters

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Dryer Accessories

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Carts Oven Accessories

Centrifugal Fans

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circular Recorders, Temperature

Coil Heating Elements

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Dehydrating Ovens

Dewpoint/Moisture Measuring Devices

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Dryers Heaters

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Electric

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Dryer Accessories

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Gas Filters

Gas Flow Meters

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Humidity Controls

Humidity Sensors

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Motor Controls/Controllers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Ovens Heaters

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Programmable

Rack Ovens

Racks Dryer Accessories

Racks Oven Accessories

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Revolving Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Solid State

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Sterilizing Ovens

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Temperature Controls

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Dryer Accessories

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Dryer Accessories

View Ports Oven Accessories

Water-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@tpsovens.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.gruenberg.com/
https://www.gruenberg.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4434-gruenberg-div-of-tps


Premium Listing

Hurst Boiler & Welding Co. Inc.
100 Boilermaker Ln.

Coolidge, GA 31738-3765

(229) 346-3545

info@hurstboiler.com

https://www.hurstboiler.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Hurst Boiler & Welding Company Inc. has been manufacturing, designing, engineering & servicing gas, oil,

coal, solid waste, biomass, & hybrid fuel-�red steam & hot water boilers since 1967.  In addition to a

complete line of steam a& hot water  Firetube & Watertube boilers with fully Integrated Boiler Controls.

Hurst Boiler also manufactures a complete line of boiler parts, boiler room peripherals & accessories.

**Product Categories**

Combination Fired/Multi-Fuel Boilers

Condensate Returns

Deaerators

Hot Water Boilers

Natural Gas Boilers

Oil Boilers

Packaged Boilers

Propane Boilers

Recovery/Waste Heat Boilers

Scotch Marine Boilers

Steam Boilers

Tubes Boiler Accessories

Vertical Tubeless Boilers

Water Tube Boilers

mailto:info@hurstboiler.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.hurstboiler.com/
https://www.hurstboiler.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/5391-hurst-boiler-welding-co-inc


Premium Listing

Micron Fiber-Tech

230 Springview Commerce Dr., Ste. 100

DeBary, FL 32713

(386) 668-7895

info@mft-co.com

https://www.mft-co.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

MFT manufactures low NOx gas burners & infrared burners for heating systems ranging in application

from food equipment to boilers.  MFT burners utilize proprietary metal �ber technology to achieve sub-

5ppm NOx levels without complicated FGR systems. With 20+ years experience, MFT can engineer any

heating system to your low NOx speci�cations.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Burners

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Burners

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air Preheaters

Boilers/Steam Generators Burners

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Catalytic Burners

Cleaners/Washers Burners

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Direct Fired Vaporizers

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Dual-Fuel Burners

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Incinerators/Oxidizers Burners

Indirect Fired Vaporizers

Infrared Burners

Infrared, Metal Ribbon Heaters

Infrared, Radiant Tube Heaters

Infrared, Tubular, Metal Sheathed Heaters

Line Burners

Liquid Heaters Burners

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Low NOx Burners

Luminous Flame Burners

Natural Gas Burners

Ovens Burners

Ovens Heaters

Packaged Burners

Packaged Heaters

Pre-Mix Burners

Propane Burners

Radiant Cup Burners

Radiant Line Burners

Radiant Tube Burners

Ribbon Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Velocity, Low Burners

Water Heaters Burners

Water Heaters Heaters

mailto:info@mft-co.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.mft-co.com/
https://www.mft-co.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4269-micron-fiber-tech


Premium Listing

Pfannenberg Inc.
68 Ward Rd. 

Lancaster, NY 14086 

(716) 685-6866 

sales@pfannenbergusa.com

www.pfannenbergusa.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Pfannenberg provides products & services to keep manufacturing processes online avoiding downtime.

Our thermal management products protect critical cabinet enclosure electronics. Our Process chillers

protect temperature regulated applications & our signaling alarm horns & strobes protect personnel &

equipment. Protecting Man, Machine & the Environment for over 60 years.

**Product Categories**

Air Conditioners

Alarms

Chillers, Air-Cooled

Chillers, Indoor

Chillers, Liquid

Chillers, Outdoor

Chillers, Packaged

Chillers, Water-Cooled

Controls/Controllers, Humidity

Controls/Controllers, Temperature

Coolers, Enclosure

Enclosure

Fans, Axial Flow

Filters, Air

Heat Exchangers, Air-to-Air

Heat Exchangers, Fluid-to-Air

Heat Transfer Fluids, Glycol

Industrial Process

Temperature Control Systems, Heat/Cool

Temperature Control Systems, Water-Circulating

Temperature Sensors, Thermostats

mailto:sales@pfannenbergusa.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
https://www.pfannenbergusa.com/
https://www.pfannenbergusa.com/
http://www.process-cooling.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3509-pfannenberg-inc


Premium Listing

ProSonix LLC

P.O. Box 26676

Milwaukee, WI 53226

(800) 849-1130

info@psxllc.com

https://www.pro-sonix.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Steam injection heating solutions for water heating, plant sanitation hot water, boiler feed water heating,

clean-in-place CIP applications, hot water tank supply, jacketed reactors.  We also specialize in hot water

production, slurry heating,  wastewater heating, sludge heating, & starch jet cooker applications. Designs

for inline heating for �owrates from 10-15,000 gpm with 100:1 turndown on steam, steam to water heat

exchangers, & tank jet sparging. Available in carbon steel, stainless, special alloys to address aggressive

�uids.

**Product Categories**

Carbon Steel Heat Exchangers

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Direct Steam Injection Heaters

Distillation Heat Exchangers

Dryers Heaters

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Tube-Fin Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Heat Exchangers

Heating Heat Exchangers

Heating Tanks

Heating Vessels

Jacketed Vessels

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Pasteurizing Heat Exchangers

Plate (without frame) Heat Exchangers

Plate, Gasketed Heat Exchangers

Plate, Spiral Heat Exchangers

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Reacting Heat Exchangers

Scraped Surface Heat Exchangers

Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Titanium Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Coil Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Double-Pipe Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Spiral Tube Heat Exchangers

Water Heaters Heaters

mailto:info@psxllc.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.pro-sonix.com/
https://www.pro-sonix.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4527-prosonix-llc


Premium Listing

TPS Thermal Product Solutions

2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856-9396

(570) 538-7200

info@thermalproductsolutions.com

www.thermalproductsolutions.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Thermal Product Solutions (TPS) designs & manufactures industrial & laboratory ovens & furnaces &

environmental test chambers. Product brands include Baker Furnace, Blue M, Gruenberg, Lindberg/MPH,

Lunaire, Tenney, & Wisconsin Oven. They provide a full range of aftermarket services including start-up &

training, preventative maintenance, installations, retro�ts % refurbishment of equipment.

**Product Categories**

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Belts, Conveyor Oven Accessories

Belts, Rubber/Replacement Oven Accessories

Bonding Ovens

Burn-In Ovens

Burn-O� Ovens

Calciners, Rotary

Carts Oven Accessories

Continuous Sterilizers

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Continuous, Cross-Bar Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Drag Chain Ovens

Continuous, Fixture Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Monorail Ovens

Continuous, Power Roller Ovens

Continuous, Pusher Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Screw Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Turn Table Ovens

Continuous, Walking Beam Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Dryers

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Curtains Oven Accessories

Deck Dryers

Deck Ovens

Drum/Can Dryers

Dry Heat Sterilizers

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Ducting Oven Accessories

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Environmental Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Gaskets (See Gaskets) Oven Accessories

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Idler Rolls Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Rack Ovens

Racks Oven Accessories

Revolving Ovens

Rotary Dryers

Rotary Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Seals Oven Accessories

Spray Dryers

Steam Dryers

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Sterilizing Ovens

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Dryers

Top Load Ovens

Tower Dryers

Travel Chain Ovens

Traveling Hearth Ovens

Traveling Tray Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Oven Accessories

Tunnel Dryers

Tunnel Sterilizers

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Oven Accessories

Web Dryers

Wire Cloth Oven Accessories

mailto:info@thermalproductsolutions.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.thermalproductsolutions.com/
https://www.thermalproductsolutions.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4582-tps-thermal-product-solutions


Premium Listing

Tempco Electric Heater Corp.
607 N. Central Ave.

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1452

(630) 350-2252

info@tempco.com

https://www.tempco.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Tempco designs & manufactures custom Industrial Electric Heating Elements including Cast-In Heaters,

Silicone Rubber Heaters, Infrared Radiant Heaters, Temperature Sensors, Temperature Controls, Power &

Temperature Control Panels.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air Preheaters

Analog

Analog Transmitters, Temperature

Band Heaters

Blanket Heaters

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Cartridge Heaters

Cartridge Heating Elements

Cast-In Heaters

Ceramic Heaters

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circulation Heaters

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Coil Heaters

Coil Heating Elements

Conduction Heaters

Connection Heads

Constant Wattage Heat Tracing

Contactors

Convection Heaters

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Digital Thermometers

Drum Heaters

Dryers Heaters

Duct Heaters

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electric Preheaters

Electromechanical

Electronic Transmitters, Temperature

Flanged Heaters

Flexible Heaters

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Heating Blankets

Heating Jackets

Hoses, Electrically Heated

Immersion, Tubular, Flanged Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Low Density Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Over-the-Side Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Pipe Thread Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Te�on-Coated Heaters

Infrared, Ceramic Element Heaters

Infrared, G30 Bulb Heaters

Infrared, Halogen Heaters

Infrared, Panel Type Heaters

Infrared, Quartz Tube Heaters

Infrared, Tubular, Metal Sheathed Heaters

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Mercury Relays

Metal-Sheathed Heating Elements

Mica Band Heating Elements

Mica Heaters

Microprocessor-Based

Mineral-Insulated Heat Tracing

Mineral-Insulated Heaters

Ovens Heaters

PID

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Phase-Angle Power Controls/Power Controllers

Platens Heaters

Portable Recorders, Temperature

Programmable

Proportional

Protection Tubes

Pyrometer Thermometers

Pyrometers Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Platinum, DIN Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Thin Film Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Wire Wound Sensors, Temperature

Radiant/Infrared, Medium Wavelength Heaters

Radiant/Infrared, Short Wavelength Heaters

Ribbon Heating Elements

SCR Power Controls/Power Controllers

Self-Regulating Heat Tracing

Skid-Mounted Heaters

Solid State

Solid State Relays

Solid State Transmitters, Temperature

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Strip Heaters

Superheaters Heaters

Temperature Controls

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Thermocouples, Type E Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Thermostats

Thermowells

Thyristor Power Controls/Power Controllers

Tubular Heaters

Tubular Heating Elements

Tubular, Finned Heaters

Water Heaters Heaters

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@tempco.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.tempco.com/
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Premium Listing

Wisconsin Oven Corp.
2675 Main St. P.O. Box 873

East Troy, WI 53120

(262) 642-3938

sales@wisoven.com

https://www.wisoven.com

Back

To see all product photos, downloads, and more

Click Here

High quality industrial dryers, ovens, & furnaces for a wide-range of applications & industries.  Heating

equipment is designed in both batch & continuous designs. Hundreds of standard batch models available.

Custom equipment is designed around the customer's speci�c process requirements. Typical applications

include �nishing, preheating, composite curing, aging, tempering, & other heating applications.

**Product Categories**

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Baking Ovens

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Burn-In Ovens

Catalytic Burners

Combination Infrared/Convection Ovens

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Continuous, Drag Chain Ovens

Continuous, Monorail Ovens

Continuous, Pusher Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Walking Beam Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Deck Dryers

Deck Ovens

Dehumidifying Dryers

Dehydrating Ovens

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Dual Fuel Dryers

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens
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